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Passage:   Tornado  Expository 4.4 
Spring has come to the great American plains. The afternoon grows hot and humid. Dark clouds form across the 
wide-open land. Lightning flashes and thunder rolls; strong winds whip up, carrying gravel, leaves and prickly 
tumbleweeds. 

A wall cloud draws a sharp dark line. Like tiny tendrils, funnel clouds dip down and up; the sky turns an eerie 
green. Hail batters the roof and covers the grass and streets. Shrill tornado sirens begin to wail. 

No one is outside. It is as dark as night. Traffic has stopped. Shoppers are herded to the back of stores. Office 
workers stand in interior hallways. School children are shepherded to emergency shelters. Frightened mothers 
huddle with young children in basements or bathtubs. All try to remain calm. 

A huge column of circulating air descends from the bottom of the thunderstorm. Its powerful rotating circular 
winds roar through town with the sound and fury of a runaway freight train. 

Question Incorrect Correct Type 
1. What is this passage about?
(a spring tornado) 

Main Idea 

2. When did the tornado in this passage occur?
(during the spring) 

Fact 

3. What happened just before the hail began to fall?
(the sky turned green) 

Fact 

4. What kind of weather was seen before the tornado?
(any logical response: thunder and lightening, hail, heat and humidity, 
strong winds, dark clouds) 

Fact 

5. What does an approaching tornado sound like?
(a freight train, a runaway freight train) 

Fact 

6. Why did the traffic stop in the afternoon?
(everyone was seeking shelter from the tornado) 

Inference 

7. What SHOULDN’T people do when they hear a tornado siren?
(any logical response: run outside to watch the sky) 

Inference 

8. What does the word “descends” mean?
(comes down) 

Vocabulary 

Total (circle the outcome) 
Green   7-8 Correct 
Yellow  3-6 Correct 
Red      1-2 Correct
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